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Section 1:Family and Neighborhoods

Goal 1.1 - Improve neighborhood inter-
connectivity.
Objective 1.1.1 Encourage a pedestrian-friendly
environment throughout Provo.
Objective 1.1.2 Create and maintain bike trail and
sidewalk systems that connect all parts of Provo.
Goal 1.2 - Capitalize on local natural resources
and neighborhood amenities.
Objective 1.2.1 Consider gathering and social spaces
(plazas, community gardens) within the context of each
neighborhood.
Objective 1.2.2 Utilize the Provo River to foster gathering
and an increased sense of community.
Objective 1.2.3 Improve the access and recreational uses
of primary access points to the Wasatch Mountains east of
Provo, such as Slate and Rock Canyons.

Goal 1.3 - Help neighborhoods establish their
own identity and sense of place.
Objective 1.3.1 Create neighborhood gathering places that
draw people from their homes and encourage interaction,
awareness and interdependence.
Objective 1.3.2 Encourage strong neighborhood
organizations.
Objective 1.3.3 Foster a strong sense of ownership and
“place” in each neighborhood.
Objective 1.3.4 Provide and publicize a clearinghouse for
information about neighborhoods for residents.
Goal 1.4 - Give families, individuals, and
businesses opportunities to participate in
neighborhoods.
Objective 1.4.1 Use social networking, the Internet, and
other communications tools and technology to involve all
individuals in neighborhood discussions and activities.

Provo City is characterized by well-maintained neighborhoods that accommodate diversity and enrich the quality of life while
maintaining their own unique sense of place. Provo’s neighborhoods are well-connected and offer recreational opportunities
by capitalizing on its abundant local natural amenities. Provo’s neighborhoods offer families and individuals a safe and
positive environment in which to interact and prosper.



Objective 1.4.2 Foster activities that involve and support
youth and students attending local schools and universities
in city activities and government.
Objective 1.4.3 Seek to minimize divisions within the
community by removing perceived barriers to interaction
and foster a sense of belonging.
Goal 1.5 - Encourage owner occupancy or long-
term residency by creating healthy and balanced
neighborhoods for schools, businesses, religious
congregations, and community organizations.
Objective 1.5.1 Maintain low crime rates in
neighborhoods.
Objective 1.5.2 Maintain and encourage good quality,
sustainable housing and infill developments.
Objective 1.5.3 Increase direct, landlord responsibility and
accountability for overuse of city resources.
Objective 1.5.4 Continue the support of neighborhood
loan and grant programs that encourage owner occupancy
or long-term residency and neighborhood revitalization.
Goal 1.6 - Maintain and improve the physical
appearance and beauty of neighborhoods.
Objective 1.6.1 Plant larger, long-lived canopy trees in
parks, green spaces, and recreation areas where shade will
increase the enjoyment of future users.
Objective 1.6.2 Ensure adequate enforcement of zoning
regulations.

Objective 1.6.3 Provide and maintain attractive
landscaping in medians and corridors.
Objective 1.6.4 Beautify and improve gateways into the city.
Objective 1.6.5 Seek grants and promote volunteer efforts
to improve neighborhood appearance.
Objective 1.6.6 Use non-profit partners to assist in
revitalizing Provo neighborhoods as needed in focused
efforts to improve curb appeal and neighborhood
appearance.
Goal 1.7 - Ensure neighborhoods are well-
informed and educated on city-related issues.
Objective 1.7.1 Have effective communication tools in
place to disseminate information to the public.
Objective 1.7.2 Improve the emergency notification system
to better inform the public and keep neighborhoods safe.
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